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Abstract 
One of the main results in this paper is that a locally projective planar space of order q that 
satisfies the bundle-theorem can be embedded in a projective space, if it has at least q(q2 _ 1 )/2 
points. This result is strong enough to prove several optimal embedding theorems for locally 
projective planar spaces. 
I. Introduction 
In this paper, we mean by a d-dimensional linear space, 2 ~< d < cx~, a connected 
rank d geometry (in the sense of Buekenhout [2]) L with diagram 
L L L L 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 2 d--3 d--2 d--1 
with the additional property that there is no element hat is incident with all points• 
L 
Here ~ denotes a two-dimensional linear space, that is, a rank two geometry con- 
sisting of points and lines such that every two points are on a unique line (but we do 
not require that every line has two points)• Elements of  types 0, 1, and 2 are, respec- 
tively, called points, lines and planes• A line with only one point is short, a line with 
two or more points is long. A planar space is a three-dimensional linear space. An 
isomorphism of L into a linear space L ~ is a type and incidence preserving injective 
map. I f  there exists an isomorphism from L into L ' ,  then L is embedded in L ~. 
I f  d >i 3 and P is a point, then the elements of L incident with P form a (d - 1)- 
dimensional linear space, the quotient geometry at P or residue of P, denoted by LIP. 
I f  d ~> 3, then L is locally projective (of order q) if the residue of every point is a 
(d - 1 )-dimensional projective space (of order q). 
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Several embedding theorems for linear spaces are known, see [1,7] for many refer- 
ences. Kantor [6] showed that every locally projective linear space of dimension d ~> 4 
can be embedded in a projective space of the same dimension and order. The con- 
dition d ~> 4 is needed to prove the so-called bundle theorem (see Section 2), which 
is a necessary condition for an embedding in a projective space. In fact, planar space 
need not satisfy the bundle theorem. Kahn [5] mentioned that it is even not true that 
every locally projective planar space that satisfies the bundle theorem can be embedded 
in a projective space. However, he gave a sufficient condition for such spaces to be 
embedded. Essentially, this condition requires that there do not exist too many short 
lines on a point. We prove a theorem that does not require a condition on the number 
of short lines, but a condition on the number of points. 
Theorem 1.1. Let L be a locally projective planar space of order q that satisfies the 
bundle theorem. I f  L has more than ½q(q2 _ 1) points, then q is a prime power, and 
L can be embedded into PG(3,q). 
Another necessary condition for a locally projective planar space to be embeddable in
a projective space is that the quotient geometries at points are desarguesian projective 
planes. However, this is not true in general. I f  q is a square of a prime power, then 
we construct in Section 4 an example with q3 _ q2x/~ + q + 1 points, in which some 
quotients are non-desarguesian projective planes. The following theorem shows that 
this example is optimal for q > 81 a perfect square (in fact, we can prove something 
more, see Theorem 4.1). 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that L is a locally projective planar space of order q > 81 
with v points and that 
q3 _ q2x/~+ q + 1 
v > 3 q3 _ (v~ - g)q2 ÷ x/~(v/- ~ _ 1)2 ÷ 1 
i f  q is a perfect square, 
if  q is not a perfect square. 
Then q is a prime power and all quotients at points are desarouesian planes, lJ 
moreover every line is long, then L can be embedded in PG(3,q). 
However, even if all quotient geometries at points are desarguesian projective planes 
of order q, then it is not necessarily true that the space can be embedded. For every 
prime power q, we shall construct a counterexample with q3 _ q2 + q + l points. The 
following theorem shows that these examples are optimal. 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that L is a locally projective planar space of order q >1 2 with 
at least q3 _ q2 + q + 2 points. Then q is a prime power and L can be embedded in
PG(3,q). 
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Another famous example is the Witt space W22. It is a planar space with 22 points, 
in which all quotient geometries at points are (desarguesian) projective planes of or- 
der four. Kantor [6] has shown that it cannot be embedded. The planar space W22 
has moreover the property that all lines have two points. This example inspired the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that L is a planar space of order q >1 2 in which all quotients 
at points are desarguesian projective planes. I f  every line is lon9, and if L has at 
least 0.763(q + 1 )3 + (q + 1 )2 points, then L can be embedded into PG(3, q). 
2. The bundle Theorem 
Let L be a planar space. Then any two distinct points P and Q are on a unique line, 
which we denote PQ. I f  the point P is not incident with the line l, then there exists 
a unique plane incident with P and l, which we denote by Pl. Two lines that lie in a 
common plane are called coplanar, and for distinct coplanar lines 1 and h, the unique 
plane on l and h is denoted by lh. Two lines are disjoint if they have no common 
point. We say that L satisfies the bundle theorem, if the following condition is fulfilled: 
If ll, 12, 13, and 14 are mutually disjoint lines, no three on a plane, and if li and lj 
are coplanar for 1 ~< i < j  ~< 4 with (i,j) ¢ (3,4), then 13 and 14 are coplanar. 
It is easy to see that the bundle theorem is a necessary condition for a linear space to 
be embeddable in a projective space. As we have already remarked in the introduction, 
the bundle theorem holds in d-dimensional locally projective linear spaces whenever 
d ~> 4 but not necessarily if d = 3. 
It is the purpose of this section to develop a technique to prove coplanarity of 
lines in certain situations. The idea is the following. Suppose that a locally projective 
planar space L of order q has a plane E with so many points that it can uniquely be 
embedded in a projective plane of order q (this is always the case when L itself has 
'many' points). Then, if P and pi are points not in E, the canonic embeddings v and 
v' of E in the projective planes L/P and L/U, give rise to an isomorphism ~ from 
LIP onto L/U such that v o ~ = v'. If P~ lies only on few short lines, then Lemma 2.1 
shows that certain lines on P and Pt are coplanar. This lemma will be used later to 
prove the bundle theorem in certain situations. 
Consider two distinct points P and P~ and suppose that the quotient geometries L/P 
and L/U are isomorphic projective planes of order q. Let c~ be an isomorphism from 
LIP onto L/P'. I fX  is a point ¢ P,U, then we say that ~ respects X iff (PX)~=UX. 
Similarly, if x is a line containing neither P nor U,  we say that c~ respects x iff 
(Px)~ = P'x. 
Lemma 2.1. Let L be a planar space, E one of its planes, and M a set consistin9 of 
some of the lines of E. Suppose that there exist two points P and P' outside of E 
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such that the quotient 9eometries LIP and LIP' are projective planes of order q and 
such that there exists an isomorphism ~ from L/P onto LIP' that respects all points 
of  E and the lines of  M. Put [M[ = q2 + q + 1 - z and suppose that z < q and that 
P~ lies on at most 2q + 1 - 2z lines of  size one. 
Then (PP')~ = PP'. Furthermore, l and l ~ are coplanar for every line l on P. 
Proof. Put lo : =PP'. Since [M[ > q2 + 1, at least two planes E1 and E2 on 10 meet E 
in a line of  M. Since ~ respects the lines of  M, it follows that E~' =E l  and E~ =E2.  
This implies that l~ = lo. In order to prove the second assertion of  the lemma, it suffices 
to show that E~ - -E0 for every plane Eo on 10 (then every line l ¢ lo on P satisfies 
loU = l~l ~ = (lol) ~ = lol and is therefore coplanar to U). In fact, it suffices to show 
this for every plane E0 on 10 that has the property that P '  lies on less than q + 1 - z  
short lines of  E0 (because P '  lies on at most 2q + 1 - 2z short lines, at most one plane 
on 10 does not have this property; but if E~ = E0 for all but one plane on 10, then it 
holds for all planes on 10). 
Consider a plane Eo on lo such that P '  lies on at most q - z short lines of E0. I f  
Eo meets E in a line h of  M, then E~ = (Ph)~ = P'h = Eo, since ~ respects the lines 
of  M. We may therefore assume that E0 and E either do not meet in a line, or meet 
in a line that does not belong to M. 
By hypothesis, exactly z planes on P '  do not meet E in a line of  M. Since P '  
lies on at most q - z  short lines of  Eo, it follows that P '  is on a long line x' ~ 10 
of Eo such that E0 is the only plane on x' that does not meet E in a line of  M. 
Let X ~ P '  be a point of  x', and put x = PX. Because the plane E~ is the plane 
on P '  incident with the lines l 5 = lo and x =, it suffices to show that x = is a line of  
E0. 
Assume that x ~ is not a line of  Eo. Because a respects the points of  E, the point 
X is not a point of  E, since otherwise x = = PX = P 'X  = x' would be a line of  E0. 
Trivially, P '  is a point of  x =. Consider the plane F '  : =x'x ~. Since x = is not a line of  
Eo, we have F '  ~ E0. The choice of  x' yields that F '  and E meet in a line g of  M. 
Hence F' =P'g. Put F=Pg.  Then F ~ =P 'g=F.  Since x ~ is a line o fF ' ,  we conclude 
that x is a line of  F and thus X is a point of  F. It follows that F and F '  share the 
line # and the point X. Since X is not a point of  E and thus not a point of  g, this 
implies that F = F' .  Since x belongs to F and P '  to F ' ,  it follows that F = F '= xP'. 
But xP' = Eo and F '  ~ E0, a contradiction. [] 
Lemma 2.2. Let L be a locally projective planar space of  order q, E one of its planes, 
and M a set consistin9 of  some of  the lines of  E. Put [Ml=qZ +q+ 1-z  and suppose 
that z < q. Denote by ~ '  a set consistin9 of  some of  the points that do not lie in 
E and that lie on at most 2q ÷ 1 - 2z short lines. Suppose that for any two points 
P,P' off E with P' E ~' ,  there exists an isomorphism ~e,e, from L/P onto LIP' that 
respects the points of  E and the lines of  M. Suppose that there exists Q, Q' E ~ '  and 
a line h of  E such that ctQ, o, does not respect h. 
Then h has just one point H, and H lies on at least 1 + [~,]/(q2 _ q) short lines. 
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Proof. Any isomorphism ~x,x, for two points X,X p off E with X'C  ~'  respects all 
long lines of E, since it respects all points of E. 
By assumption, the isomorphism ~Q,Q, does not respect h. Hence, h has only one 
point H. Furthermore h ~M. Let l be any line of the plane EQ : =Qh on Q such that 
l ~ QH. Since IMI > q2 + 1, there exist two lines 11,12 E M that are coplanar to I. 
Since l is coplanar to h, ll and 12, and since 1 does not meet h, no two of the lines 
l, II, and 12 share a point. 
For every point X off E, we denote by lx the unique line on X that is coplanar to 
ll and 12, and by Ex the plane on H and lx (notice that H is not on Ix). Then the 
planes E and Ex share the point H and meet therefore in a line on H, which we shall 
denote by hx. 
For points X, Y off E with Y E ~r, the map ~x,r maps lx to lr, since it respects Ii 
and 12, and it maps XH to YH, since it respects H. Since Ex is spanned by the lines 
XH and Ix, it follows that ~x,r maps Ex onto Er.  
Let N ~ be the set consisting of the planes Ex with X ~ ~,  put N:=N ~ U {E}, 
and let L be the set consisting of all lines in which two of the planes of N meet. 
Then every plane of N and thus every line of L contains H. The incidence structure 
whose points are the planes of N and whose lines are the lines of L (with incidence 
induced by L) is a two-dimensional linear space, with at least two lines, namely hQ 
and hQ,. The de Bruijn-Erdfs Theorem [3] implies therefore that ILl/> INI. In order 
to prove the theorem, it suffices therefore to show that every line of L is short and 
that IN'l(q 2 - q) >1 15~'[. 
Consider a point X E ~.  Then Ex and E meet in the line hx on H. We have to 
show that H is the only point of hx. For this, we may assume that hx ~ h. Since C~Q,X 
maps EQ to Ex, it follows that C~Q,X respects neither hQ nor hx. Hence hx is short. 
Consider distinct planes Ex and E r with X, Y E ~r. They meet in a line z on H. 
We have to show that z does not contain any other point. If z belongs to E, then 
z = hx -- hr and thus z is short. Now consider the case that z is not a line of E, and 
assume that z is long, that is, z has a point Z that does not lie in E. Since X E ~ 
and since C~z,x maps lz to lx, Lemma 2.1 shows that Iz and lx are coplanar. Since lz 
contains the point Z of Ex, it follows that lz is a line of Ex. Similarly, Iz is a line 
of Er.  Since Ex and Er  meet in z, it follows that z = lz. However, lz is coplanar to 
Ii and 12 (by definition) and z is not (since it contains H), a contradiction. 
It remains to show that IN'l(q e -q )  >~ I~l.  Since every point of ~ '  lies on a plane 
of N t, it suffices to show that every plane of N r has at most q2 _q  points in ~.  
Consider any plane FEN ~. Then F does not contain both lines hQ and hQ,, so we 
may assume that hQ is not a line of F. Then F meets the planes E and E 0 in distinct 
short lines, and since F can be embedded in a projective plane of order q (since L is 
locally projective), it follows that F has at most q2 _ q + 1 points. Since H is a point 
of F but not of ~ ,  this completes the proof. [] 
Suppose that X is a set of points of the planar space L with the property that no 
element is incident with all points of X. Then L(X) denotes the d-dimensional linear 
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space induced by L on X; it consists of the points of X and all elements of type t >~ 1 
that have at least one point in X, where incidence and type are inherited from L. 
Lemma 2.3. Let L is a locally projective planar space of order q >~ 2, and denote by 
~ a set consistin9 of some of its points with the property that no element is incident 
with all points of ~ .  Suppose that there exists integers k, e and z with followino 
properties. 
(a) v > kq 2 +q+ 1, v > (q+ 1) (e -  1 ) -  qk, k > 1, z < q ande > 2q+ 1. 
(b) Every plane with at least e points has at least q2 + q + 1 - z long lines. 
(c) Every point of ~P lies on at most 2q + 1 - z short lines. 
(d) I f  E is a plane with at least e points and P and U are points off E with pt E ~,  
then there exists an isomorphism from L/P onto L/U that respects all points of E, 
all lon9 lines of E, and all short lines of E that have their point in ~t. 
Then the planar space induced by L on the points of ~t satisfies the bundle theorem. 
Proofi We prove the lemma in several steps. By a partial bundle we mean a set B 
consisting of mutually disjoint and coplanar lines such that every point of ~/  is on a 
line of B. 
Step 1: If  91 and g2 are disjoint coplanar lines, then there exists a line with at 
least k points that is coplanar to gl and g2 but that does not lie in the plane 9192. 
Every point P not in the plane E:=9192 lies on a unique line l that is coplanar to 
91 and g2. Denote by B1 the set consisting of all those lines 1. Since 91 and g2 lie 
in q + 1 planes, we have IB1[ ~< q2. Since E has at most q2 + q + 1 points and since 
v > q2 + q + 1 + q2(k - 1 ), it follows that B1 contains a line with at least k points. 
Step 2: Suppose that the plane E has more than e points, and that 91 and 92 are 
disjoint lines of E each of which is either short and has its point in ~1, or is long. 
Then there exists a partial bundle containing l and Oz. 
Each point PE~'  not in the plane gig2 lies on a unique line that is coplanar to 
91 and g2. Denote by B1 the set consisting of all these lines, and fix a line lo E B1. 
If  P is a point of E that lies in ~t, then P lies on a unique line h of E that is 
coplanar to lo. Let B2 be the set consisting of all those lines h. We shall show that 
B:=B1 UB2 U {gl, g2} is a partial bundle. Since every point of ~ lies on a unique line 
of B, we have to show that the lines of B are mutually coplanar. By definition of B, 
the lines of B2 U {gl,92} are mutually coplanar, and the lines 91 and 92 are coplanar 
with every line of B1. Now consider distinct lines Ii, 12 c B1. By definition, the line li 
contains a point Pi of :~. Let a be an isomorphism from L/P1 onto L/P2 according 
to hypothesis (d). Then ~ respects the line 9j, that is (P19j) ~ = P2gj, j = 1,2. Since 
li is the meet of the planes Pigl and Pig2, it follows that l~' = 12. Thus, ll and 12 are 
coplanar by Lemma 2.1. Hence, the lines of B1 are mutually coplanar. 
Finally, consider a line l E B1 and a line h E B2. If l = 10, then l and h are coplanar 
by definition of B. Suppose therefore that l ~: lo. Denote by P a point of ~ on l 
and by P0 a point of .~  on 10, and let c~ be an isomorphism from L/Po onto LIP 
according to hypothesis (d). As before we have l~ = l, and a respects every line x of 
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B2. Since l0 is a line of P0h, it follows that 1 = l~ is a line of (Poh) ~ =Ph.  Hence, l 
and h are coplanar. This proves that every line l E B1 is coplanar to every line h E B2. 
Hence B is a partial bundle. 
Step 3: Suppose that 11 and 12 are disjoint coplanar lines that contain each a point 
of .~1. Then there exists a partial bundle containing 11 and 12. 
Step 1 shows that there exists a line gl with at least k points that is coplanar to Ii 
and 12 and does not lie in the plane l112. I f  91 has x points, then the average number 
s of points in the planes on ga is given by v =x  + (q + l)(s -x ) .  Since x 1> k and 
v > (q + 1)(e - 1) - qk, it follows that s > e - 1. Hence, gl lies in a plane E with at 
least e points. Let Pi be a point of ~1 on li, i = 1,2. 
If  P1 is a point of E, then Ii is a line of E and 1°2 is not in E. In this case, Step 2 
proves the existence of a partial bundle B containing 91 and ll. Since 12 is the only 
line on P2 that is coplanar to I~ and gl, it follows that 12 E B. The same argument 
works, if P2 is in E. 
Now consider the case that Pj and P2 are not in E. Since E has at least e > 2q + 1 
points, we can find a long line g2 ~ 91 of E that is coplanar with ll. Step 2 shows 
that there exists a partial bundle B containing 91 and g2- Since 11 is the only line on 
P1 that is coplanar to gJ and g2, it follows that 11 E B. Since 12 is the only line on P2 
that is coplanar to gl and 12, we have 12 E B. 
Step 4: The planar space induced by L on ~i  satisfies the bundle theorem. 
Consider four mutually disjoint and coplanar lines ll, 12, 13, and 14, no three of 
which are in the same plane, such that li and lj are coplanar for 1 ~< i < j ~< 4 and 
( i , j )  ~ (3,4), and such that li contains a point Pi of ~ ' .  We have to show that 13 and 
l 4 are coplanar. By Step 3, there exists a partial bundle B containing 11 and 12. Since 
13 and 14 do not lie in the plane E:  =lll2, the points P3 and P4 are not in E. Hence 
l~, i = 3,4, is the only line on P~ that is coplanar to 11 and 12. Since B contains a line 
on every point of ~ ,  it follows that 13, 14 E B. Hence l 3 and 14 are coplanar. [] 
As we have already remarked above, the existence of the isomorphism between 
two quotient geometries can be proved if the plane E (or a part of E) has a unique 
embedding in a projective plane of the correct order. 
Suppose E is a two-dimensional linear space. We say that E can be embedded 
in at most one way in a (desarguesian) projective plane of order q, if for any two 
isomorphisms cti from E into (desarguesian) projective planes Pi, i = 1,2, there exists 
an isomorphism ~ from Pl onto P2 such that ~l o ~ = ~2. I f  E in addition can be 
embedded, then it can uniquely be embedded in a (desarguesian) projective plane of 
order q. 
For integers q~>2, we define f (q ) :=q(x /~+ 1), if q is a perfect square, and 
f (q ) "  =(x/q - ½)(q + 1) + l, if q is not a perfect square. 
Result 2.4 (Metsch [10]). Let E be a two-dimensional linear space with v points in 
which every line is long. I f  v > q2 + q + 1 -  f (q )  and q > 81, then L can be embedded 
in at most one way in a projective plane of  order q. 
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Result 2.5 (Metsch [11]). Let E be a two-dimensional linear space with v points in 
which every line is lon9. I f  v >>. 0.763(q + 1 )2 + (q + 1 ) and q is a prime power, then 
L can be embedded in at most one way in a desarguesian projective plane of order q. 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 require conditions on the number of short lines. We shall 
use Lemma 2.7 to obtain this information. But first, we need the following easy 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose P is a projective plane of order q and ~ is an automorphism 
of P. Suppose that some line l contains m + 1 fixed points, that c~ fixes a point K 
and a line h with K f~ h, l and h ~ 1. I f  m e > q, then ~ is the identity. 
Proof. I f  X is a fixed point of l, then the line KX is fixed, and hence the point of 
intersection of h and KX is fixed. It follows that h contains at least m + 1 fixed points. 
Hence, there exist four fixed points that form a quadrangle. It follows easily that the 
points and lines that are fixed by ~ form a subplane S of order at least m. Since the 
order s of a proper subplane satisfies e ~< q, it follows that S = P. [] 
Lemma 2.7. Let q >1 2 be an integer, and L be a planar space. Consider a line l and 
two distinct planes E1 and E2 on l. Denote by q2 _ di the number of points of El 
that are not on l. Let d be a set consistin9 of points A that do not lie on E1 or 
E2 and that have the property that the quotient 9eometry L/A can be embedded in a 
projective plane of order q. For A C ~¢, denote by q2 _ dA the number of lon9 lines 
on A that do not lie in the plane AI. 
Suppose that l has m + 1 points where m e > q, that dl,d2 < l(qe _ 1), and that 
Ei has a unique embeddin 9 in a projective plane of order q. Then ~AE,~dA <~ dad2. 
Proof. Let (/9 i be an isomorphism of Ei in a projective plane El. Let Di be the set 
consisting of the points of/~i that do not lie on l ~j and that do not lie in the image 
of  (Pi. Then [Oil = di. 
Consider any point A E d ,  and let ~, be an isomorphism of the quotient geometry 
L/A in a projective plane F of order q. The map vi : X ~ AX for every point and line 
X of E i is the canonic embedding of E i in L/A. Since E i has a unique embedding in 
a projective plane of order q, it follows that there exists an isomorphism c~i from ~Pi 
onto F such that Pi O if/ = ~0 i O ~i .  
Denote by DA the set consisting of the points of F that do not lie on the line (AI) ~ 
of F, and which are not the image x ~ of a long line x on A. Then IDA I = dA. I f  Y 
is a point of Ei on the line l ~°', then y~i is a point of l ~°i~' = l v'q' = (141) ¢, and thus 
Y~' f[DA. I f  Y=X ~' is a point ofgi in the image of q~i, then Y~ =X ~°i~ =XV~=(AX) ~ 
and thus Y~' gD,~, since AX is a long line. It follows that X~7 ' ED i for all XEDA.  
Put SA :={(X ,  ,X2  ) [XEDA}CD1 ×D2. Then IsAI = IO~I---d~. We claim that the 
sets SA and SA, are disjoint for distinct points A,A~E ~¢. Then we can conclude that 
~-~c.~dA <, ID1] " 102[ =alae. 
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Consider distinct points A,A~E d .  Use the above notation for A, and define in an 
,, , '-- I  t ' ~' for A'. Then c~:=oq o ~21 o ~2 o a t analogous way a plane F ~ and maps vi,~ i, 
is an automorphism of El .  If X is a point on l, then X ~'~' =X vA' = (AX)q'. Hence, 
X ~'~) = X ~°2~2 and similarly X ~°'~', = X ~2~;. It follows that ~ fixes X~I. Since l has 
m + 1 points, it follows that c~ fixes at least m + 1 points of the line l ~°'. 
Denote the line on A and A ~ by r. Let si be the number of planes on r that meet 
E i in a line other than l. Then E i contains at most siq + (q -  si) points that do not lie 
1 2 on I. Since q2 _ di is the number of points of  Ei not on l, and since di < ~(q - 1), 
it follows that si >~ (q + 2)/2. Hence, there exist two planes G and H on r that meet 
El and E2 in a line but do not contain l. Denote the meet of G and E i by yi, and the 
meet of H and Ei by hi. Then g~'~' =g J '  =- G 0. It follows that g~'~' __ gq~2~22 • Similarly 
! t g~02~X2 ~91@1 ~l 
2 ~-91 . Hence ~ fixes the line 91 • The same argument shows that ~ fixes h~'. 
Put R :=r0~ ~. Since r is a line of  the planes G = 9~ ~ and H = h~', we see that R is 
hT'. a point of the lines gl --  and 
Assume that the sets SA and SA, are not disjoint. This means that there exist points 
! t 
kcDA and UEDA, such that k~( ' =k  ~, ' and k~2 '=k'~'2 -~. It follows that K '= 
k~( ' is a fixed point of  ~. We have K # R, since otherwise r~' = R ~' = k, but r has 
two points A and A ~, so r 0 is not in DA. Similarly, since the points of  DA do not lie 
on the line l ~'~ = l 'p'~', the point K does not lie on the line l 'p' . Since R is the point 
of  intersection of g~' and hi °', the point K does not lie on 9~' and on hi °' . We may 
assume that K does not lie on h~ ~ . Lemma 2.6 shows that ce is the identity. 
If Y is a point of E2 that does not lie on the line r or l, then one of the lines A Y 
and A'Y does not meet the plane E1 (if AY would meet El in a point X, and AtY 
would meet E I in a point X ~, then X # X t and X *'~ =X '~°', but c~ = 1). Since at 
most one point of E2 lies on r, it follows that E2 has at least q2 _ 1 - -d2  points Y 
such that Y is not on l and one of the lines AY and WY does not meet El in a point. 
Hence, either A or A t lies on at least 1 2 ~(q - 1 -d2)  lines that do not lie in the plane 
1 2 Al, resp. Atl, and that do not meet El.  It follows that d] >t i (q - 1 - d2). Hence 
2dl + d2 /> q2 _ 1, a contradiction. [] 
3. Locally projective planar spaces that satisfy the bundle theorem 
A theorem of Kahn [5] says that a locally projective planar space of order q can 
be embedded in a projective space provided that no point lies on too many short 
lines (more precisely, he requires for each point P that the short lines on P can be 
covered by at most v~-  1/2 planes). This condition does not hold in the spaces we 
shall consider in the next section. This is the reason why we want to replace it by a 
condition on the number of  points. 
Throughout his section, we suppose that L is a locally projective planar space of 
order q that satisfies the bundle theorem. The fact that L is locally projective implies 
that two distinct planes on a point P meet in a line on P. This will be used frequently. 
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A bundle is a set of mutually coplanar lines that cover every point exactly once. The 
main consequence of the bundle theorem is that any two disjoint coplanar lines occur 
in a unique bundle. 
Lemma 3.1. Two disjoint coplanar lines ll and 12 lie in a unique bundle. 
Proof. Consider a point Q outside the plane 1112 and the line 13 on Q in which the 
planes Qll and Ql2 meet. Let B be the set consisting of all lines that are coplanar to 
ll, 12 and 13, including ll, 12 and 13. Then every point P is on a unique line of B. 
This is obvious, if P lies in the plane ll 12. Otherwise, P lies on a unique line l that 
is coplanar to ll and 12, and the bundle theorem implies that l is coplanar to 13. 
Any two lines hi,h2 CB are coplanar. To see this, we may assume that hl,h2~ll, 
12,13. Then one of the three planes 1112, 1113 and 1213 contains neither hi nor h2. If, 
for example, hi and h2 are not in 1112, then the bundle theorem applied to the lines 
lt,12,hl,h2 shows that hi and h2 are coplanar. [] 
From now on, we call the points of L real. For each bundle B we define an ideal 
point P = P(B). By definition, P lies on the line l iff l E B, and P lies in a plane E 
iff some line of B belongs to E (and since B is a bundle, this implies that the lines of 
B that lie in E partition the real points of E). A point is a real or an ideal point. For 
distinct planes E and E', we denote by E • E ~ the set consisting of the points that lie 
in E and U.  
Lemma 3.2. (a) I f  the point P lies on a line of the plane E, then P is a point of E. 
(b) A real point R is joined to every other point P by a unique line, which we 
denote by PR. 
(c) Two distinct lines have at most one point in common; they have a unique point 
in common iff they are coplanar. 
(d) A line that does not lie in a plane E meets E in a unique point. 
(e) I f  P, P~ and R are points and R is real, then there exists a plane containing 
R, P and P~. 
Proof. (a) This follows immediately from the above definitions. 
(b) Since a bundle is a partition of the real points in lines, an ideal point is on a 
unique line with every real point. Since L is a planar space, two distinct real points 
are on a unique line. 
(c) Let l and l t be distinct lines. I f  l and l' are not coplanar, then they have no 
real point in common and do not occur in a bundle, so they have no common point. 
Otherwise, they either meet in a real point or lie in a bundle, but not both, so they 
share a unique point. 
(d) Suppose that the line l does not lie in the plane E. Then at most one real point 
lies on l and E. I f  l and E share a real point, then no line of E is coplanar and disjoint 
to l, so l and E have no ideal point in common. 
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Suppose therefore that l and E have no real point in common. Consider a real point 
P of  E and the line h of E on P that is coplanar to l. Let B be the bundle containing 
l and h. Then P(B) is an ideal point of l and E. Now consider any ideal point P(B ~) 
of l and E. Then B ~ is a bundle containing 1 and also a line h' of E on P. Hence l 
and h t are coplanar, which implies that h '=  h and in turn that i f=  B. Hence, P(B) is 
the only ideal point on l and E. 
(e) If R -- P or R = U,  then this follows from part (b). If R ~ P,U, then we can 
choose any plane on R containing the lines RP and RU. [] 
Lemma 3.3. The number of points is q3 + q2 ÷ q + 1, lines have q + 1 points, and 
planes have q2 ÷ q ÷ 1 points. 
Proof. Consider a line l, a real point R not on 1, and the plane E:=RI. By Lemma 
3.2(c) and (d), every line of the plane E on R meets 1 in a unique point, and for every 
point P of  l, the line RP is a line of E. Since R lies on q + 1 lines of E, it follows 
that l has q + 1 points. Hence, every line has q + 1 points. 
Any real point is joined to every other point by a unique line. Since a real point 
of  a plane lies on q + 1 lines of the plane, it follows that every plane has q2 + q + 1 
points. Since a real point lies on q2 + q ÷ 1 lines, it follows that the number of points 
i sqa+q2+q+l .  [] 
Lemma 3.4. For distinct planes E and E', we have [EGU[ :q+ 1. I f  E and E' meet 
in a line l, then E n E ~ consists of the q + 1 points of 1. 
Proof. First consider the case that E and E t meet in a line l. By Lemma 3.2(a), every 
point of l lies in E N U.  Consider a real point R of l. If P E E n E ~ and P ~ R, then 
Lemma 3.2 shows that l = PR, so P is a point of l. 
Now consider the case that E and U share no line, and consider a real point R of E. 
Then R is not in E', since otherwise E and E t would meet in a line on R. Lemma 3.2 
shows that every line of  E on R meets U in a unique point. Conversely, if P E E N U ,  
then Lemma 3.2 implies that the line RP is a line of E. Since R lies on q + 1 lines of 
E, it follows that IENE'I =q+ 1. [] 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that E, El, and E2 are three distinct planes that share two 
points, f iE  has at least q2 ÷ 1 lines, then E NE1 =ENE2 =E l  NE2. 
Proof. First consider the case that E N E1 contains a real point. Then E and El meet 
in a line 1, and Lemma 3.4 says E N E 1 consists of the points of l. Since E2 has two 
points in ENE1, Lemma 3.2(d) shows that l is a line of E2. Now Lemma 3.4 shows 
that also E n E2 and E I N E2 consist of the points of  l. The same argument works if 
E N E2 contains a real point. 
Now consider the case that neither E NEt  nor E NE2 contains a real point. Let RI 
be a real point of  El and Re a real point of E2. Then RI and R2 are not points of E. 
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Put ENE1 = {Po . . . . .  Pq}, and let li be the line joining R2 and Pi. We want to show 
that there exists a plane F containing all lines li. 
Assume that such a plane does not exist. Then the de Bruijn-Erd6s Theorem [3] 
says that there exist at least q + 1 planes that contain two of the lines li. Since R2 lies 
on q2 + q ÷ 1 planes, at most q planes on R2 do not meet E in a line. It follows that 
R2 lies on a plane that contains two of the lines li and that meets E in a line h. Then 
h contains two of the points Pi, so h is also a line of E1 (Lemma 3.2). Since every 
line (and thus h) contains a real point, it follows that E and E1 share a real point, a 
contradiction. 
Hence, there exists a plane F on R2 containing the lines lo,...,lq and thus the 
points Po ... . .  Pq. By hypothesis, E2 contains two of the points Pi and thus the two 
corresponding lines li. It follows that F=E2. Hence, E2 contains the points Po,... ,Pq. 
Lemma 3.4 implies that ENE1 =ENE2 -----El NE2 = {Po,...,Pq}. [] 
Lemma 3.6. A plane E with more than ½(q2 _q)  real points has at least q2 W 1 lines. 
Proof. Consider a real point R not in E. Since L is locally projective, every plane on 
R either meets E in a line or shares no real point with E. Suppose that R lies on q + 1 
planes that do not meet E in a line. Since q + 1 planes on R contain at least (q+2) 
lines on R, it follows E meets at most q2 + q + 1 - (q~-2)  = 1 2 ~(q -- q) of the lines of R. 
Hence, if E has more than 1 2 ~(q - q) points, then at most q planes on R do not meet 
E in a line, so E has at least q2 ÷ 1 lines. [] 
From now on, we assume that L has more than ½q(q2 _ 1) real points. 
Lemma 3.7. (a) I f  P and P' are distinct points, then there ex&t a plane that contains 
P and P' and has at least q2 + 1 lines. 
(b) L has at least q3 ÷ q + 1 planes. 
Proof. (a) Consider a real point R ~ P and the line h :=RP.  Since h lies in q + 1 
planes, there exists a plane E that contains h and has at least v/(q + 1) > lq(q _ 1) 
points. By Lemma 3.6, E has at least q2 ÷ 1 lines. If  E contains pi we are done. 
Suppose therefore that PI is not a point of E. 
By Lemma 3.4, every plane that contains P and pt meets E in q ÷ 1 points. Since pt 
is not a point of E, Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 imply that P is the only point of E that two 
distinct planes on P and P~ have in common. Since E0 has q2 + q ÷ 1 points (Lemma 
3.3), it follows that P and pt are contained in at most q + 1 planes. The preceding 
lemma shows that every real point occurs in a plane on P and P~. Hence, some plane 
on P and pt has at least v/(q + 1) > ½q(q- 1) real points. Lemma 3.6 shows that this 
plane has at least q2 + 1 lines. 
(b) By part (a), there exists a plane with at least q2 + 1 lines. Since lines lie in 
q ÷ 1 planes, it follows that this plane meets at least (q2 + 1)q other planes in a line. 
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Lenuna 3.8. I f  three mutually distinct planes El, E2, and E3 share two points, then 
El NEE :E l  NE3 =E2 NE3. 
Proofl Suppose that P and P'  are distinct points of El, E2 and E3. By Lemma 3.7, 
there exists a plane E0 on P and P' that has at least q2 Jr 1 lines. The assertion follows 
from Lemma 3.5. [] 
From now on we call the lines of L real lines. I f  E and E' are distinct planes that 
do not meet in a real line, then we call the set E n E ~ an ideal line. By definition, a 
point lies on the ideal line ENE ~, if it is contained in ENE ~, and the ideal line ENE ~ 
is a line of a plane F, if all points of E n E' are points of F. By a line, we mean a 
real or an ideal line from now on. 
Lemma 3.9. (a) Every line has q + 1 points. 
(b) I f  a line contains two po&ts P and P' of a plane, then it is a line of that 
plane. 
(c) Distinct points P and PI are joined by a unique line. 
Proof. Part (a) follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. In order to prove (b) and (c), 
denote by P and pi distinct points. 
First we consider the case that there exists a real line l on P and P'. Lemma 3.2 
shows that l is the only real line on P and PI, and that l is a line of every plane that 
contains P and P~. Hence, no ideal line contains P and P'. 
Now consider the case that no real line contains P and P'. Lemma 3.2(e) implies 
that there exist two planes E1 and E2 that contain P and Pt. Since P and P~ are not 
on a real line, Lemma 3.4 implies that E and E r do not meet in a real line. Hence, 
E1 N E2 is an ideal line on P and pt. The preceding lemma shows that every plane 
that contains the points P and P' also contains the points of E1 N E2. It follows that 
every ideal line that contains P and P', contains every point of E1 NE2. Since all ideal 
lines have the same number of points, it follows that E I n E2 is the only ideal line on 
P and P~. [] 
Lemma 3.10. (a) The points and lines of a plane E form a projective plane of order q. 
(b) I f  two planes contain a point P, then they share a unique line, which contains P. 
(c) I f  a point P lies on a line l of a plane E, then it is a point of E. 
Proof. (a) By Lemma 3.3, E has q2 + q + 1 lines. The preceding lemma shows that 
any two points of a plane are joined by a unique line of this plane. Since lines have 
q + 1 points, the assertion follows. 
(b) The definition of 'ideal line' and Lemma 3.4 imply that two planes meet in a 
line, and that this line consists of all points common to both planes. 
(c) If  l is a real line, this follows from Lemma 3.2(a). If l = E1 n E2 is an ideal 
line, then Lemma 3.8 implies that every point of El NE2 is a point of E. [] 
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The preceding lemma says that the structure L '  consisting of the planes and the real 
and ideal points and lines is a dual locally projective planar space. By Lemmas 3.3 
and 3.7, it has q3 d.q2 d-qd. 1 points, and at least q3 d-q-}-, 1 planes. The main result in 
[8] implies that q is a prime power and that L' can be extended to PG(3, q). It follows 
that L can be embedded in PG(3, q). This proves Theorem 1.1. 
4. Planar spaces with desarguesian quotients 
Suppose that L is a d-dimensional locally projective linear space of order q, d/> 3. 
If d/> 4, then all quotients at points are projective spaces of dimension at least three, 
and thus they are desarguesian projective spaces. If d = 3, this is not true in general. 
If q is a square of a prime power, we construct in Example 1 a counterexample with 
q3 _ q2v/~ + q d, 1 points; it has quotient geometries i omorphic to PG(2,q) and to 
the dual Hall plane of order q. For information about Hall planes and the terminology 
used in the construction, we refer to [4,10]. 
Example 1. Consider the projective space P= PG(3,q), q a square, a line 10, and the 
planes Eo . . . . .  Eq on 10. Then it is possible to find a set D consisting of 1 + v/~ points 
of 10 such that D is a derivation set in each plane E i (D can be any Baersubline of 
I0). Let L, ei be the set consisting of the q(1 + x/q) lines ¢ l0 of Ei that meet D in a 
point. A derivation of the plane E; with respect o D constructs from Ei a Hall plane 
by replacing the lines of £#i by a set £~o~ of new lines, where each new line is a set 
of q + 1 points of Ei. 
Let L '  be the rank three geometry consisting of all points of P, the lines of P that 
q L# are not in Ui=0 i, the planes of P that either contain the line 10 or meet 10 in a 
single point that is not in D, and the incidence induced by P. 
From L',  we obtain a rank-three geometry L, by adjoining each element of u/q=0 ~ 
as a new line. The incidence is extended in such a way that a line of ~e~ is incident 
with the plane El, and incident with the points it contains (i = 0 . . . . .  q). Then every 
plane of L is a projective plane, and in fact it is easy to see that L is a dual planar 
space. It has q3 _ q2 x/~ d. q + 1 planes and q3 d. q2 d, q d, 1 points. By the construction, 
the planes Ei have in L the structure on Hall planes. Thus the structure dual to L is 
a locally projective planar space with q3 _ q2x/-~ . q d. 1 points, in which q d, 1 of the 
quotients at points are dual Hall planes, and the remaining quotients are desarguesian 
planes. 
Recall that we have defined f (q )  for integers q/> 2, where f (q )  = q(x/q + 1 ) if q 
a square and otherwise f (q )  = (x/q - ½ )(q + 1 ) + 1. Now we put s : =s(q)" =q2 + q + 
1 - f (q ) .  Notice that (q + l)s - q(q - x/~) = q3 _ q2v~ + q + 1 if q is a square. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that L is a locally projective planar space of  order q > 81 
with v > (q + 1 )s - q(q - x/'q) points. Then q is a prime power and all quotients at 
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points are desarguesian planes. Furthermore, i f  ~ is the set eonsistin9 o f  the points 
that lie on at most q -  x /q -  4 short lines, then t2'1 > v -  4q 2, and the planar space 
L ~ induced on 2 '  can be embedded in PG(3,q). 
ProoL We shall apply Lemma 2.3 with the integers z, k, and e defined by 
s < e <, s + l, kl : =q - x/~ <<. k < kl + l and x /q<z~<x/q+l .  
Then v > (q + 1 )(e - 1) - qk and v > qZk + q + 1 and e > s >~ 2q + 1. This proves 
hypothesis a) of  Lemma 2.3. Since v > qZk q- q + 1 > 1 + (q2 + q + 1)(k - 2), every 
point lies on a line with at least k points. Now we proceed in five steps. 
Step 1: A plane E with at least e points has at least q2 + q + 1 - z long lines. 
Consider a point P not in E. It suffices to show that P lies on at most z planes 
that do not meet E in at least two points. I f  P lies on at least t planes that meet 
E in at most one point, then P lies on at least 9( t ) : - - - tq -  (~) lines that do not 
meet E. Hence e ~< q2 + q + 1 - 9(0,  that is 9(0  <~ f (q ) .  I f  q is a square, then 
f (q )=q(x /~+ 1)<9(v /~+2 ). Hence t ¢ x /q+2 and thus t<~z in this case. 
I f  q is a non-square, then the smaller value for f (q )  gives f (q )  ~< 9(x/q + 1) and 
f (q )  <~ 9(x/q + 2), which implies that it is not possible that x/q + 1 < t < x/q + 2. 
Hence, t ~< v~ + 1 and thus t ~< z also in this case. 
Step 2: L has two planes E1 and E2 with at least e points that meet in a line l with 
at least k points. 
Denote by x the maximum number of points on a line, and by l a line with x 
points. Since every point lies on a line with at least k points, we have x >~ k. Denote 
by E1 . . . . .  Eq+l the planes on l, and by e i the number of  points of El. We may 
assume that e i >~ ej for i < j. Then v = x + ~(e i  - x) <<. el - qx + qe2. Since x is the 
maximum number of  points on a line, every plane has at most x + q(x - 1) points, 
in particular el <~ x + q(x - 1 ). Using v > (q + 1 )s - q(q - x/q) >t qs + 1, we obtain 
qs ÷ 1 < v <~ x - q + qez. Hence e2 > s. It follows that e2 ~> e. Hence also el ~> e. 
Step 3: I~°'l >/v - 4q 2. 
Choose a line l and planes E1 and E2 as in Step 2. By ~ '  we denote the set 
consisting of the points that do not lie in El ,  E2 or 2 ~, and for A E ~,  we denote by 
dA the number of short lines on A that do not lie in the plane A1. Since each point not 
in 2 ~ lies on at least q - x/q - 4 short lines, and since l has at least q - x/q points, 
we have dA >~q-v~- -4 - (x / -q+l ) - - - -q -2x /~-5  fo rACd.  
For the rest of the proof of Step 3, we assume that every line of E1 or E2 is long 
(otherwise, we remove all short lines of  El and E2, and then we remove all planes 
that have no line any longer, and continue with the so-obtained planar space). Then 
Result 2 says that the planes El and E2 have a unique embedding into a projective 
plane of order q. 
Now we apply Lemma 2.7. Since E1 and E2 have more than s =q2 +q+ 1 - f (q )  
points, we obtain Id[ (q  - 2x/~ - 5) < f(q)2. Since q > 81 and f (q )  <~ q(1 + x/~), 
it follows that I~¢1 ~< 2q 2 - q - 1. Since the planes E1 and E2 contain together at 
most 2q 2 ÷ q + 1 points, we obtain 12'1 ~> v - 4q 2. 
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Step 4: The planar space L '  induced on the points o f~ ~ satisfies the bundle theorem. 
Since v > q3 _ q2x/~ + q + 1, Step 3 implies that [~'l/(q 2 - q) ~> q - v~ - 4. Now 
consider any plane E with at least e points, and two points P and P' off E with P~ C ~' .  
Result 2.4 implies that there exists an isomorphism c~ from L/P  onto L/P ~ that respects 
all points of E and all long lines of E. Lemma 2.2 shows that c~ also respects all short 
lines of E that have their point in ~' .  This proves hypothesis (d) of Lemma 2.3. 
The other hypotheses of this lemma have already been verified. Application of Lemma 
2.3 shows that the planar space L '  induced by L on ~t satisfies the bundle theorem. 
Theorem 1.1 shows that q is a prime power and L t can be embedded in PG(3,q). 
Step 5: I fP  is a point, then LIP is isomorph to PG(2,q). 
Consider a point Q ~ P, denote by y the number of points of the line l: =PQ, and 
denote by N the set consisting of the qZ planes that contain Q but not P. If c is the 
average number of points of a plane of N, then q2(c -  1 )= (v -  y)q, since every point 
not on l lies on q planes of N. Hence q(c - 1 ) = v - y. Since v > (q + 1 )s - q(q - v/'~) 
and s i> q2 _qx/~ + l, it follows that q(c -  1) > qs+ 1 -y .  Since y ~< q+ 1, we obtain 
c > s. Hence, there exists a plane E on Q that has at least e points and that does not 
contain P. 
Consider a point P' E~ ~ that does not lie in E. Since L '  embeds in PG(3,q), the 
quotient geometry L/P t is isomorphic to PG(2,q). By Result 2, the linear space S 
consisting of the points and long lines of E has a unique embedding into a projective 
plane of order q. Since E and hence S is canonically embedded in the planes L/P 
and L/P ~, it follows that these planes are isomorphic. Hence, L/P is a desarguesian 
projective plane of order q. [] 
Even if all quotients are desarguesian planes, then the planar space not necessarily 
embeds in a projective 3-space. We shall now construct counterexamples of order q 
with q3 _ q2 + q + 1 points. 
Example 2. We construct a locally projective planar space L ~ from P :=PG(3 ,q)  by 
first removing a part of its structure and then changing the incidence relation of the 
resulting space L slightly. 
Consider a line / and two distinct planes G and H on l. Choose a point P of l. The 
lines other than l of G on P are denoted by 91 . . . . .  9q, and the lines other than l of H 
on P are denoted by hi . . . . .  hq. Let ~ be the set consisting of the points of l and 
all points that do not lie on G or H. Then I~1 = q3 _ q2 + q + 1, and all lines and 
planes of P induce a locally projective planar space L on ~. Denote by 1 the set 
consisting of all pairs {x, y} of incident points, lines or planes of L. 
We change I slightly to obtain a planar space L ~. We first remove the 2q pairs 
{gi, G} and {hi,H} from I. To the resulting set, we adjoin the 2q pairs {gi,H} and 
{hi, G} and obtain a set I '  of the same cardinality as I. Then L ~ is defined to be the 
space consisting of the points, lines, and planes of L with I ~ as its incidence relation. 
Since the lines gi and hi are short (they are only incident with the point P), it is 
obvious that L t is again a planar space, in which all quotients at points are isomorphic 
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to PG(2,q) (just notice that every plane is still a linear space, and the quotient at 
every point is still isomorphic to PG(2,q)). However, L ~ can not be embedded in any 
projective 3-space, since it does not satisfy the bundle theorem. 
To see this, consider again P, a plane E not on P, and two distinct planes S1 and 
$2 on hi with $1,$2 ~ H. Then hi meets E in a point HI, and $1 meets E in a line sl. 
Choose a line s2 of  $2 on HI such that s2 is neither a line of the plane H nor of the 
plane E. The plane G meets E in a line 9. In P, the lines sl, sz and hi are mutually 
coplanar, and .q is coplanar with sl but not with hi or s2. In L ~ however, the lines 9 
and hi are coplanar, because they lie in L ~ in the plane G, whereas 9 and s2 are also 
in not coplanar L ~. Hence, in L '  any two of the lines hl,sl,s2,9 are coplanar except 
for s2 and 9. This proves that L ~ does not satisfy the bundle theorem, and is thus not 
embeddable in any projective 3-space. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that L is a locally projective planar space of order q >1 2 with 
at least q3 _ q2+ q + 2 points. Then q is a prime power, and L embeds in PG(3,q). 
Proof. I f  q = 2, then L has at least q3 points, and the result follows from [8]. Suppose 
therefore that q >~ 3. 
In view of Theorem 1.1, it suffices to show that L satisfies the bundle theorem. We 
shall prove this by applying Lemma 2.3 with k=q-1 ,  e=q2-q+2, z=l ,  and ~ '  the set 
of  all points. Then hypothesis (a) of Lemma 2.3 is fulfilled. Since v > q3 _ q2 + q + 1, 
every point lies on less than 2q and thus on at most 2q - 1 = 2q + 1 - 2z short lines. 
Since L is locally projective, every plane can be embedded in a projective plane of 
order q, and every point of a plane lies on q + 1 lines of  that plane. It follows that 
every plane with at least e points has at least q2 + q lines. Thus, hypotheses (b) and 
(c) of Lemma 2.3 are fulfilled. 
In order to prove hypothesis (d) of Lemma 2.3, consider a plane E with at least 
e points, and two points P~ and P2 off E. We have to show that there exists an 
isomorphism ~ from L/P1 onto L/P2 that respects all points and lines of E. In other 
words: if vi : x ~ Pix for every point and line x of E is the canonic embedding of E 
into L/Pi, then there exists an isomorphism ~ form L/P1 onto L/P2 with vl o ~ = v2. 
We have already seen that E has at least q2 + q lines. Hence, P1 lies on at most 
one plane that does not meet E in a line. If PI lies on a plane that does not meet E 
in a line, then we denote this plane by F1. In this case also P2 lies on a unique plane 
F2 that does not meet E in a line, and we put F1 x : ----F 2. If  E1 is a plane on P1 that 
~'/1 Y2 
meets E in a line l, then put E~'=P2I = l v2 =E l (this implies that I v'~ = lV2). 
In order to show that ~ extends to an isomorphism form LIP1 onto L/P2 with the 
desired properties, it suffices that for any line la on P1, there exists a line 12 on P2 
such that ~ maps every plane on Ii to a plane on l 2. This is obvious, if ll meets E 
in a point X, because then we can choose 12 = P2X.  Suppose therefore that Ii misses 
E, and denote by L1 be the set consisting of  those planes on Ii that meet E in a line. 
Then IL l ]= q or ]L1] =q + 1 (in the first case, there exists a plane F1 on P1 that does 
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not meet E in a line, and F1 contains the line II ). I fX  is the set of points of E, then 
VllV2 
the planes of L1 partition the set X v~ . Hence, the planes of L2 : =L~ = L 1 partition 
the set X v2. Since IXV21 = IX I /> e > q2 _q+ 1, it follows from Lemma 18.1 of [9] that 
the lines of L2 meet in a common line 12 on P2. This completes the proof provided 
that ILl I---- q ÷ 1. If ILl I - -q,  that is, Pi lies on a unique plane Fi that does not meet 
E in a line and ll is a line of F1, then FI ~ --F2 and certainly F2 must contain 12. [] 
This proves Theorem 1.3. Finally, we prove Theorem 1.4, which we also restate. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that L is a planar space of  order q >>. 2, /n which all lines 
are long and all quotients at points are desarguesian projective planes. I f  L has 
v ~> (q + 1)2(0.763q + 1) points, then L can be embedded into PG(3,q). 
Proof. Put z : --q - 1, denote by ~ '  the set consisting of all points, and denote by e 
and k the integers atisfying 
el : =O.763(q + l )2 + (q + l ) <.. e < el + l and k l -1  <~ k < kl : =el/q. 
Thenq+l+q2k<qe l+q+l  <~ v and (q+ l ) (e -1 ) -qk  ~< (q+ l)el -q (k l  -1 )= 
qel + q < v. As in the previous proof, it suffices to apply Lemma 2.3. We have just 
verified hypothesis (a) of this lemma. Hypothesis (c) is trivial, and hypothesis (b) is 
easy to verify. Hypothesis (d) follows from Result 2.5. [] 
Problem. Suppose every line of a locally projective planar space L of order q has 
at least two points. What is the minimum number of points that implies that L can 
be embedded? It seems likely that the bound of Theorem 1.2 can be improved a lot. 
Probably, it is even sufficient o require a fraction cq 3 with c < 1 of the maximum 
possible number q3 + q2 ÷ q ÷ 1 of points that L can have. 
Remark. Theorems 1.2-1.4 remain also true, if one replaces the condition of local 
projectivity by the condition that all quotient geometries at points can be embedded in 
a (desarguesian) projective plane of order q. Clearly, in Theorem 1.2 the conclusion 
that every every quotient geometry is a desarguesian projective plane of order q must 
then be replaced by the conclusion that all quotient geometries can be embedded in 
desarguesian projective planes of order q. 
In fact, such a planar space L can easily be extended to a locally projective planar 
space in two steps. In the first step, we add for every line sufficiently many planes 
containing only this line such that then every line is in precisely q + 1 planes. In the 
second step, we add for every point P new lines and planes containing only this point 
such that then the quotient geometry at P is a (desarguesian) projective plane of order 
q. This is possible, since all quotients at points can be embedded in (desarguesian) 
projective planes of order q. Trivially, if L' can be embedded, then L can also be 
embedded. 
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